TS 100 - Installer Guide

Dimensions

3m 15 kOhms NTC sensor
(included with A0A001 and A0A003)

Technical specifications

TS 100

Configuration Switch
- Power
< 1500W
- Max Power
= 2700W*
Power Load
- Static differential
- Proportional*
Regulation Mode

Mode Description
- Different modes can be selected using the
side toggle.
- The standard mode is the comfort mode. To
select it, place the toggle to the sun.

Air sensing
Floor sensing
Air/Floor sensing (for floor heating
under timber or ceiling foil heating)**
Sensor Mode
* Default settings
** Air/floor sensing regulates the room temperature while keeping the
temperature of the floor/ceiling lower than a safety limit.Use the Sensor
limitation potentiometer located on the circuit board to adjust the
limitation on the external sensor

Troubleshooting
Sensor limitation potentiometer

- The night reduction mode is controlled by an
external switch wired to the TS100. When ON,
the temperature will drop by 4°C
- The programming mode can be used if a timer
is wired to the thermostat. In such case, the
screw connector for
toggle should be on the clock position.
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LED Indicator:
Red: Heating
Green: reduction mode by clock (pilot wire)
Orange: Heating during reduction mode by clock (pilot wire)
Green blinking: - 0.5s cycle = External and internal sensor failure
- 1s cycle = Internal sensor failure
- 2s cycle = External sensor failure
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~1,50 m

Min 20cm
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1) Place the thermostat
following those dimensions
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5) Wire the thermostat according
to this wiring diagram
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set at 5°C.

7) Mount back the front
cover of the thermostat

4) Loosen the screw to
remove the front cover

2) Rotate the adjusting knob
so that it is set at 5°C

